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Drive It Day 2020
Showing off Amy's new top at start of a virtual tour
event from our driveway. It's her first soft top in 40
years! I'd forgotten how much more difficult it is to
get in with the top up.
'Course way back then I was a tad more flexible …
-Rick Hertzberg
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2020 Events
(See AAHC Website for details
and for previous events)

No calendar as many events in the near term have been postponed or canceled
because of the pandemic. Check our website for the latest on what we do know
about the events further down the road.
If any local events get planned, even online, we will send out emails to everyone.

Multi-club plans that are posted:
Atlanta British Motorcar Day June 13 (Peachtree Corners)
Bluegrass Spring Thing June 18-20
Carolinas mountain tour Aug 6-9
SEC XXXIV Oct 1-4

REMINDER: Car Photo(s) Wanted
At the January Planning meeting we unveiled the new Club Website. We announced there is a profile
for each member which allows storage of a photo of your 'Healey'. In addition to other club members
being able to access your contact information, they can also see the Healey you drive (or work on).
The plan is to use a different members car photo on the website home page each month as a way to
keep it re fresh and interesting.
So, send me a .jpg file of the Healey (or two) that you want associated with your profile and/or used
on the website home page. Send to: jrminer47@gmail.com
Best regards,
John
_______________
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No face-to-face meetings planned for awhile because of the pandemic.
Instead start up your car on April 26 and celebrate Drive-It Day

The Federa)on of Bri)sh Historic Vehicle Clubs hosts Drive It Day each year to help raise awareness
of the large and important extent of the classic vehicle movement in the UK. Many clubs in the US
also mark the occasion. And Hagerty takes this opportunity to run their annual Drive It Day Tour for
100 classic vehicles, with the dual aims of increasing historic vehicle exposure and raising money for
charity. Drive It Day is tradi)onally held on the last Sunday of April. For those not familiar, the
Federa)on is a grouping of over 450 clubs and museums together with some 1500 trade and
individual supporters. Their aim is to uphold the freedom to use old vehicles on the roads without
any undue restric)on and to support its member organiza)ons. An aim we can all appreciate.
While we are not having any face-to-face mee)ngs for a while due because of the pandemic you can
s)ll par)cipate in a car event. Use your classic car for something this weekend. An essen)al errand,
to the store maybe. Or a much needed mental health session involving a nice drive in the country. If
nothing else, start up your car on April 26 and celebrate Drive-It Day by driving it up and down your
driveway.
Remember to make memories and take pictures.
(See the next page for the federa)on's oﬃcial statement about Drive-It Day 2020)
Visit the federa)on's website/news page for some interes)ng items:
- Sir S)rling Moss passed away Apr 12. He drove a Sebring Sprite to a class win and second overall in
the 1960 12-hours Sebring race.
- No more vehicle tes)ng required this year in UK as long as your car is in good condi)on. "Drivers can
be prosecuted if driving unsafe vehicles." Hmmm, wonder what they mean by "safe."
Virtual Easter ac)vi)es and games video from the Bri)sh Motor Museum, online un)l Apr 26. Includes
Egg-speriments, Word Search, Colouring Compe))on, Quiz, and Egg Box Cra` (how to build a Mini
from egg boxes)
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Published: 23/03/2020
Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs updated statement on Drive it Day 2020
#DriveitDayMemories
The FBHVC is committed to following the latest UK Government advice on events and public
gatherings pertinent to our member clubs and as such, the following statement replaces all previous
correspondence regarding National Drive it Day during this fast-moving situation.
In response to the updated guidance and restrictions issued by UK Government, the Federation
recommends that all activities that involve taking a historic vehicle out on the road specifically for the
purposes of Drive it Day, now be abandoned. All enthusiasts are now urged to stay at home on 26
April 2020 and not partake in any non-essential travel for Drive it Day and instead, get involved in a
nationwide social media campaign to spread positivity around historic vehicles during this difficult
time.
Currently, UK government are advising against all non-essential social contact. Our current general
guidance to car clubs, that can be found on our website www.fbhvc.co.uk , encourages the
cancellation or postponement of meets, events and gatherings of people. Additional advice has now
placed restrictions on non-essential travel of any kind.
However, enthusiasts of historic vehicles are still encouraged to participate on 26 April 2020 in the
mass sharing, via social media, of images and memories of themselves and their families out and
about in their historic vehicles during a previous year’s Drive it Day.
Use your chosen social media platform to share images and stories of memorable trips with your
historic vehicles or indeed, what you might be working on within the ‘self – isolation’ of your garage or
shed.
The FBHVC are asking for all enthusiasts to share pictures using the hashtag #DriveitDayMemories.
Post your picture on to the FBHVC social media feeds or those of your member clubs. We will be
monitoring those social feeds and public posts published with the #DriveitDayMemories hashtag will
be gathered onto a special area within the FBHVC website galleries in the future.
As previously stated, with such a crowded event calendar, the possibility of achieving consensus for a
revised Drive it Day date later in the year will be virtually impossible. Therefore, Drive it Day 2020 will
not be re-scheduled for later this year, but will resume its normal format on 25 April 2021.
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Ric Anderson
VEEP
filling in for - - ->
Dr. Doug has been tied up advising the WHO
and the CDC on some little problem lately,
seems they heard he was an expert with
Bugeye bodies. They may have
misunderstood his area of expertise? So,
once again, I am filling in for this month’s
Fearless Leader column in hopes he will leave
me out of his research laboratory.
While we had several car events planned for
spring driving season, plans changed and we
all got time to look after those maintenance
items we had been meaning to get to one day.
Those cars should be in tiptop shape by now.
J

Doug Duffee
Atlanta Austin-Healey Club Fearless Leader

Thing out of conflict with the (now canceled)
Tampa club’s Conclave 2020. I confirmed
last week it is a go, for the weekend of June
18th – 21st. Fun fact, the event starts in
Spring and ends in Summer. And there is a
New Moon that weekend too. Seriously, I
attended this event last year and am really
glad I did. Had a great time, met a bunch of
fun people, including Colonel Sanders, and
won a little prize too. Consider going with me
this year.

So much for Dr. Doug’s look in the rearview.
Looking up the road, we see a few
opportunities to enjoy our favorite toys.
Here are a few:
Drive-It Day is this Sunday, April 26th. While
the official organizers have canceled or
postponed the event, and we do not have any
sanctioned drive, some of your fellow
clubbers may be found out on an essential
“mental health treatment” dose of driving
their baby on some remote country roads.
Should you be one of these patients please
take a photo or two for a possible article in
an upcoming issue of The Flash. (Names will
be changed to protect the innocent J )
The annual Atlanta British Motorcar Day
(http://www.atlantabritishmotorcarday.org/
index.html ) is scheduled for June 13th in
Peachtree Corners. We have seen some
terrific gatherings there in the past.
Also in June, our friends with the Bluegrass
club had rescheduled their annual Spring
The Flash!

While it may seem a ways off, the Carolinas
Gang’s annual Mountain Tour will be the
weekend of August 6th – 9th . Chuck and
Monique do a bang up job making sure there
is a great balance between fun time and
relaxing time. This is so much fun it always
fills up so you should consider making your
reservations now; you don’t want to miss out.
Last item for this month, have you heard
about Southeastern Classic XXXIV? Your
AAHC is hosting again, with a terrific venue,
Margaritaville at Lake Lanier Islands. A
beautiful resort, lots of fun activities, tasty
foods, and a few surprises too. October 1st 4th , see the flyer in this issue of The Flash
or at https://www.atlantahealeys.org/
6
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events/southeastern-classic-xxxiv-focus-onfun/#event_1405
Remember, in 2020 the Focus in on Fun!
It’s amazing to think how much has changed
since the January planning session at Lake
Lanier Islands and today. I hope this time of
sheltering in place and social distancing has
been safe and productive. And that you have
enjoyed the quality time with your family.

April-May 2020

Cheers,
Ric Anderson
AAHC VP of Fun Stuff
PS: Do not let Dr. Doug prescribe you any
“medicine”, he is known to cut his product
with lacquer thinner.

Rick’s Recap
No events! COVID-19 has led to most states
stopping all non-essential driving. Our club
members are dominated by the High Vulnerability
group (oldsters and Ric Anderson) so following the
experts' guidelines is a very good idea.
Mark Leinmiller does it again! Superb article and
photos of his renovation project. Sump pump?
Barry’s Tech Corner Barry's column is all on
differentials and surely convinced me never to
attempt such a repair on my own. Interesting details
of how the pieces go together, or don't. (p 13).
Grandson Zach was really into his trains this past
month, so no car photos. Instead I am using a Feb
photo of him doing his hermit crab impression: a car
with a Tepui cartop carrier/tent. He must have just
gotten inside as usually he goes for the steering
wheel and all the nearby buttons.
The Flash is about you. We all like Healey stories.
Send in something about what you are working on
or where you met your Healey (or vice-versa). Send
your history text and pics to Judy Bagheri, and all
other stories to me.
Google Groups- Instructions: To send to the entire
club, send your email to:
AAHC-members@googlegroups.com
!

-Rick Hertzberg, Editor

The Flash!
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Back in the Saddle, Part 2
Mark Leinmiller
The arrival of the March issue of The Flash reminded me that it has already been 5 weeks since we tore
into my “new” car. Hard to believe, and my progress has been slow.

The day a`er I hosted the event at my house I got a call from John Homonek, who was volunteering to
clean up and paint the heater box he had helped remove. That was an amazing oﬀer, and I certainly
couldn’t refuse! I just got it back, and it is beau)fully done. He also helped me iden)fy the parts I
needed to order. Thank you, John!
The radiator and heater core are back from Marieha Radiator. They actually sent them to Brice Thomas
Radiator Service in Gadsden, AL to be re-cored. My only disappointment so far is that they painted the
radiator. I had asked them not to since I am fond of polished brass and wanted to buﬀ out the radiator
tanks. Maybe later. I had to paint the fan shroud red; someone had suggested Rustoleum 2X for
something else, and I decided to try it on the shroud. I had some challenges with this paint. You have
one hour to recoat or you have to wait 48 hours. If you paint in less than 48 hours, it will crinkle up and
you have to start over. Also, if you wait 48 hours, sand it smooth and hit it with your ﬁnal coat it will be
as if you had not waited the 48 hours and it will have to be redone again. Ask me how I know this!

Ever tried using a sump pump to ﬂush your engine block? Okay, I know it sounds a lihle redneck, but I
wanted to clean out my engine’s waterways; don’t know what kind of shape they are in and want to
preclude any overhea)ng issues. I did not want to cluher up my brand new radiator core with rust and
debris using one of those 5-minute ﬂush products that you use when your engine is running. I ran across
this idea online (of course!), found an adequate pump near me on Facebook Marketplace for $20
including 20 feet of hose, and set to work building my rig. I removed the thermostat, replaced the cover
then hooked up one hose to it and the other to the lower radiator hose connec)on at the water pump.
The hoses were the perfect size! I originally tried using a large bucket, but needed more water. No
problem, the recycling bin is plenty deep and is water)ght! I placed two layers of brick pavers in the
bohom to li` the sump pump above the an)cipated sediment, placed the pump on top of the bricks and
covered the pump with about a foot of really hot water. That level dropped considerably when I turned
on the pump since a fair amount of the water went into the engine and hoses. I had gohen some
Iron)te ThoroFlush to help clean things out, and added it to the hot water. It was probably too diluted
to do much good, but I let the pump run for about 8 hours. The next day I swapped the hoses and did a
backﬂush, lesng the pump run another 12 hours. There wasn’t as much sediment as I had expected,
and when I looked in where the thermostat resides, everything s)ll seems to have a rust colored
coa)ng. We shall see if it made any diﬀerence.
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Sump pump rig for ﬂushing out engine block waterways

S)ll being hesitant to use the original “thermo-carb” setup I bought a rough set of “BJ7 carbs” (HS6) from
a former club member. When Philip Middleton (former design engineer for SU Carbs in Birmingham,
England) was over to help me sort them out he realized they were actually conﬁgured for a 1961-62
Volvo P1800. No wonder I couldn’t ﬁgure out how they were supposed to work on my car! I decided to
s)ck with the original conﬁgura)on of HD6 Thermo, and we ﬁgured out which bits would be necessary to
rebuild them. The plan is to add a cutoﬀ switch for the auxiliary carb so it won’t always run rich. Philip is
a Moss distributor, so he ordered the parts and will let me know when he has them and is available to
help me rebuild, install and tune them.
Now it was up to me to get the carbs clean and ready. They were badly gunked up, so I disassembled
them and spent the beher part of two weekends on them. While looking for brown 3M Scotch-Brite on
Amazon I ran across a 40 pack of Dremel sized wheels with brown, green, red and black Scotch-brite
type material. Perfect for all the nooks and crannies of these carbs, so I ordered some. The colors equate
to how coarse the material is: brown = 120 grit, green = 180, red = 320, black = 400. They did a nice job
of removing the “varnish” and polishing the surfaces. I also used some so`, brass brushes I found at
Harbor Freight on my Dremel. Then I cycled the parts through a small (2 liter) ultrasonic cleaner for 20
minutes, rinsed them with water, dried and coated everything with a light spray of penetra)ng oil.

The Flash!
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Disassembled carbs: In)midated? Yeah, me too.

Another handy item I ran across is from a pipe and cigar company that sells long lengths (52 feet!) of
pipe cleaner. Ever wished you had the right length of pipe cleaner, but the standard size was too short? I
used sec)ons to clean out passageways in the carbs, and I used some long lengths to clean sec)ons of
fuel line. Were they ever dirty! There are two styles of pipe cleaner available; I bought the “bristle”
version with red plas)c scrubbers interwoven, but they aren’t really compa)ble with carb cleaner and
may come loose. You don’t need any of those in your fuel lines or carb passageways! Order the
tradi)onal ﬂuﬀy white style at pipesandcigars.com

Before cranking the engine, I wanted to get rid of all the residual PB Blaster (which I had used in the
cylinders to get the engine freed) and the old oil. I drained the oil, changed the ﬁlter and dropped the
pan to remove the sludge that had accumulated over the years.

The Flash!
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This is why you remove the oil pan!

So lucky! The previous owner had installed a cast aluminum alloy oil pan, which is considerably heavier
than the stamped steel factory pan. I had li`ed up my ﬂoor jack under the pan and removed all of the
screws holding it in place. Needless to say, it didn’t just fall oﬀ. I ﬁrst looked on the passenger side, and
the gap between oil pan and engine block was so )ny that I couldn’t fathom there was a gasket in there
much less ﬁgure out how to pry it loose. “Please tell me they didn’t glue this thing together with “RightStuﬀ” or something like that!” On the driver side I could see the cork gasket, and was somewhat
relieved. It s)ll didn’t want to come oﬀ with some prying. I stepped away, and when I came back was
looking down into the engine bay from the front; I no)ced that the oil pan protruded about 3/16 inch at
the front le` corner. I took a wooden rod and a 2 pound rubber mallet, and a`er three modest strikes
the whole thing popped oﬀ. My ﬂoor jack was about 1/8 inch below the pan to catch it, and when I
lowered it saw that the en)re gasket was intact! Perfect for what I want to do, which is clean it out,
reinstall and – once the engine is running – perform an oil ﬂush, then drop it and clean it out again. A`er
that I will replace the old gasket if I need to. It was a`er I had done this that I recalled there being a
“punch hole” in the block to facilitate removing the oil pan. Maybe I should open (and read) that old
manual rather than opera)ng from memory.

The Flash!
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When )nkering under the hood I no)ced a s)cker that said “Restored by Olde English Restora)ons,
Morristown, Tennessee”. It had a phone number, so I called. It is someone’s cell phone number now,
and they were somewhat amused by my ahempt to track down the restorer of my car. The AHCA
Member Directory is a wonderful thing! A`er looking up some members in the Smoky Mountains Club
that live near Morristown, I found out who that was. Regrehably, it is past tense. Mark Whih did my
car’s restora)on, but he died 7-8 years ago. One of them is going to contact Mark’s son to see if he
knows where to ﬁnd any kind of records that might remain. I’d really like to know what has been done to
the car (Did they install hardened valve seats? Was it really bored 0.30 over?, etc.) and I’d really like to
know what the paint formula)on is. Hopefully, I will have more to report on that for my next installa)on.
Un)l then stay home, stay healthy!
Mark Leinmiller

Home

The Flash!
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by Barry Rosenberg

Tech article: April 2020
It is still raining pretty hard up here in the mountains; as it has been most of the year so far. I sit at home writing
my article because the plumbers are here for the fourth time trying to fix one toilet flushing problem. They
installed a new toilet several weeks ago and it has not worked right since. Now, they think it is a pipe problem
under the house, in the crawl space, so they are cutting out and replacing sections of the pipe. I am not saying
they do not know what they are doing but odd problems can be hard to diagnose.
Take for example my customer who has the MGB GT with the new motor and transmission, now. His
differential has howled since the first mechanic rebuilt it. At a Peachtree MG Registry tech session, we took it
apart after the owner removed it from the car. The tech session was showing how to replace the spider gear
thrust washers and disassemble the entire diff. It was going well until we tried to remove one of the axles that
really wanted to stay attached to the diff.
I have a slide hammer, a real big slide hammer, that we attached to the axle and several hard slams later, the
axle came flying out of the housing. This could have been a real nut buster to the owner as he was slamming
the hammer when the axle freed itself. Once the axle was out, we began removing the ring and pinion and
carrier assembly.
As we wanted to show that the spider gear thrust washers can be replaced with the diff still under the car by
removing only one axle (and draining the fluid first) those gears were already on the bench. The carrier is held
in with four bolts and two bearing caps or retainers. The retainers must be put back on in the orientation they
were removed.
A word of caution and warning before we go any further; unless you have some very special tools and
micrometers, do not try to rebuild your own rear end. Let a specialist do it. I mark each bearing cap before
removing them. I like a sharp chisel and place one small nick in a cap and the housing. The other cap gets two
nicks and the housing next to the cap gets two as well. This way, no matter how you clean the parts, the caps
are easy to install correctly.
Before you remove the caps, use a dial gauge to measure the backlash. On MGBs, each differential can have
a slightly different backlash. Your set has the backlash etched onto the back of the ring gear. Ours measured .
010” but the gear called for .005”. Ours was off by .005” which does not sound like a lot but in differential
speak, it is huge. Once this measurement is written down, the carrier bolts and caps can be removed. Now,
here is one place I differ from the factory; I do not own a case spreader.
A case spreader can actually spread the case a few thousandths so the bearing preload is released on the
carrier bearings and the carrier slips right out. I did not need one for this diff as there was insufficient preload to
start with. The carrier slipped out with just a gentle lift with a pry bar. It should be tight and take a little grunting
to get out. As everything the first mechanic had done on this car, we assumed he did not know how to build the
diff either.
Once the carrier lifts out, the bearing races and adjusting shims will fall into the housing. Do not let this happen.
The bearing races need to stay with the bearing they have been running with and should never be mixed up. It
can shorten the life of the bearing if you are planning to reuse them. The spacer behind the races are what set
the bearing preload and the location of the ring gear from side to side. Once the carrier and bearings are out, I
measure the depth of the pinion gear relative to the case (another place I differ from the factory).
If you are replacing the pinion bearings, this is critical. New bearing should be the exact, and I mean the exact,
same as the originals but you just never know. Once the new bearing is installed, I temporarily assemble the
pinion gear with both inner and outer bearing and torque to the factory spec and check to see that the pinion
depth is the same. If it is, that is great. If not, you get to remove the inner pinion bearing and change the
thickness of the shim between the bearing and the gear. And this showed up one of our problems.

The Flash!
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Tech Corner (cont.)
The previous builder had put the shim on upside
down. What difference does that make, you ask.
About .012” in raising the gear in the housing. How,
you ask. When a shaft and gear or flange is
machined from one piece of material, the area
where the flange or gear gets bigger in diameter
than the shaft has a small fillet or curved junction
machined into it. This is for two reasons. One, it is
very difficult to cut an exact square junction. The
other is strength; a round or curved fillet is much
stronger than a perfect square cut. The square cut
will become a perfect spot for a fracture to occur.
Since there is this fillet, the washer or spacer has
one side with a slight angle cut in the inner hole to
allow the spacer to sit flat with the gear or flange.
The other side is cut square. He put the square cut
side of the spacer against the fillet and this left a .
012” gap. I installed the spacer correctly and
installed the new bearing. I also used a new
crushable spacer between the inner and outer
bearings. I mentioned torquing the pinion nut earlier
in the article.
This isn’t quite correct. There is not a specific
torque. The bearings need some preload to keep
them running perfectly true and centered and to
make sure the rollers will rotate and not slip along
the race as the shaft spins. There is a specific
amount of preload listed in the book, it is about 12
lb. inch.
There is a special tool to measure this but having
done a lot of these over the past 46 years, I have a
pretty good feel for it by hand. Tightening the pinion
flange nut, collapses the collapsable spacer you
should have installed between the two bearings.
Once you get the correct preload, you will need to
remove the nut and flange to install a new seal. I
also go ahead and remove the pinion for now. Next.
I put the carrier back into the housing with the races,
shims and caps. Using a dial gauge, I measure the
end play of the carrier assembly. It should be zero
as the bearings should be under preload. I
measured .0005” end play. Next, I removed the
carrier assembly and measured the thickness of the

The Flash!

shims. Having some end play meant I needed at
least one thicker shim. I went with one about .005”
and reinstalled the carrier to test again for end play.
When I finally got zero movement and was happy
with the preload, I pulled the carrier out again. This
time I measured the two shims, added them together
and divided by two. This gave me the thickness of
my starting point to set the backlash. Finding the
correct shims is getting difficult as a lot of them are
no longer available. I had the two I needed. Next,
and this is interesting, the factory has stamped the
additional thickness you need to add to get the
preload they want. Each side of the diff has either
the letter A or B stamped. Next is a + or a - sign and
finally a number. The unit I was working on called for
A+2 and B+3. This meant I needed to add .002” to
one side and .003” to the other shim.
I installed the ring gear back onto the carrier and
corrected my shim requirements. If I do not have nor
can I get the thickness I need, I can make my shims.
In this case, I was able to fabricate the shim I
needed on one side and I had the correct shim for
the other side. After I assembled the complete
carrier in the housing, with no oil or grease on the
bearings or gears, I measured my backlash. It came
in at .0055”, just .0005” too much. Close enough!
Lastly, I sprayed some flat black paint on just a few
teeth of the ring gear and rotated the unit several
times. This will show you exactly where the ring and
pinion touch. It should be pretty centered in the teeth
and mine were very nice. I might say perfect if I were
to brag.
Now, I took every thing back apart, recleaned all,
used Vaseline to lubricate all the bearings and seal
and did a final assembly. Checking the backlash one
last time, it showed I still had .0055” and I was
happy. I did not dance a jig but would have if my
knees did not hurt so bad. The final stuff to do was
fit new bearings and seals to the the axles and
install them. I like a nice thick fluid in a street
differential so I use a combination of STP, yes the
very slippery stuff, and GL4 140 weight gear oil.
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Tech Corner (cont.)
We Installed the chromed rear cover with a new
gasket and loaded it in the back of the customers
car. He gets the fun of installing it in the MGB GT. I
hope it is quiet now. But, whenever gears are not
properly set up and are run for several thousand
miles, they can get a bad wear pattern on them and
still make a little noise. This is something you can
never predict. You can only set it up correctly and
pray or hope if you aren’t religious. But building
differentials can make one become religious very
quickly.
Writing about this does not confer how much work
and time goes into rebuilding differentials. I did not
mention the effort to clean the housing, all the
different times I measured; took apart; reassembled
and measured again and again. Don’t build a
differential, buy a used one. Preferably one under a
Miata as you sell the MGB and buy a Miata. Let me
admit, not every differential I build comes out
perfect.
I am trying to find some new gears for a Spitfire, one
I already built three times, I think. It had worn the
original gears enough that I just cannot get the noise
out no matter how I adjust the gears. I only charge

for the first rebuild and the rest are on me for the
labor. Now, we have agreed to find a good set of
new gears that the owner will buy buy I will install.
You have to watch out for what new gears you use
as some are made so poorly, they would be worse
than the originals that whine.
If you have any questions about differentials, please
find someone else to ask. And when you start
getting conflicting answers, give me a call and I will
see if I can confuse you some more. Time to quit
typing for now. The plumbers are just starting to
reassemble my pipes so maybe I can go pee soon. I
could go outside and pee with Bolt but it is daylight.
My poor Bolt had another seizure last night. They
last about 20 to 30 minutes and apparently have no
lasting effects but it breaks my heart and scares the
daylights out of us when he has them. Today, he is
back to normal and very bored because we have not
been out to play frisbee.
See y'all somewhere soon I hope.
Barry Rosenberg
British Car Service
770-689-7573

Healey Wanted
We got word of a fellow in Melbourne. FL, who is looking for a car. Jerome Berry wants a
100/4, hopefully a BN2. Wants to be able to drive it, no plans to make it a show car. He is
open to less than perfect paint and interior but doesn’t want to deal with something rusted out.
He has looked around his area, and has investigated cars out of state too. His idea now is to
reach out to clubs in the south, hoping to avoid cars from salted-roads areas.
If you have a car, or know of a car, that might fit his needs, please contact him directly.
His information is:
Jerome Berry
321.752.3950
mainship1volvo@gmail.com

The Flash!
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Carolinas Club Annual Mountain Tour
August 6-9

The Flash!
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Atlanta Austin-Healey Club
(a Chapter of the Austin-Healey Club of America, Inc. since 1981)

Membership Application
Complete the information below. Return with your check for $60.00 ($50.00
AHCA, $10.00 Atlanta Chapter) made payable to: Atlanta Austin-Healey Club.
Send to:

Sam & Cyndi Marble
Atlanta AHCA Membership
2421 Manor Way
Loganville, GA 30052

Membership Benefits: Monthly National Magazine, Monthly Atlanta
Newsletter, Meetings, Tech Sessions, Huge Wealth of Healey Knowledge,
Drives, Socials, Weekend Trips, Car Shows, Cookouts, Fun & Much More!

Healey Information (Healey Ownership Not Required)
Model ______________ VIN __________________ Original Owner? (y/n) ______
Model ______________ VIN __________________ Original Owner? (y/n) ______

Personal Information
Name ______________________________________ Spouse _______________
Address___________________________________________________________
City________________________State_________________Zip_______________
Home
Phone_____________________Cell__________________Fax________________
E-Mail _____________________________________________________________
Signature_______________________________________Date _______________
Questions?

The Flash!

Contact us at 404.538.9611 or email at samncyna@att.net
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

WANTED: Parts Needed
Working on (2) projects and am looking for the following parts:
Short term project: Building a MK1, 1962 MG (GAN2 VIN prefix). I need a:
(buildable condition) 1098 Engine. I'd like to keep it "Year and Make" accurate if I can, but a 1275 engine
would work also.
!

Tach and Speedo for MK1, 1962 MG

I purchased the car with no engine, transmission, Tach or Speedo, but otherwise complete and with only 2 rust
through spots (on bottom of each front wing in the usual place).
Longer term project: Building a Bugeye from tub up (currently on a rotisserie to replace floor pan and
spring boxes). If you have any BE parts (interior or exterior) you're not using / would part with - send me a list
please!
Thanks All !
Lee Etterling
Betterling01@gmail.com
678.630.5013

WANTED:
Hi Club Members- Am working on my 100/4 project and am in need of all clutch linkage from the pedal to
the 4 speed gearbox. Please advise if you have any to spare or where I might locate them. Thanks!
Regards, markhenderson3376@gmail.com

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

FOR SALE
A-H 3000, 1961
I have a beautiful 1961 3000 that I am thinking about passing on to a new owner...if anyone knows of
someone who would love to have such a fabulous car or if any of you want to add to your collection please
let me know!
Thanks so much!
William Monroe williamlmonroe@yahoo.com

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

FOR SALE: 1999 Jaguar XK8
4.0 L-DOC V8
Shiftable 5 Speed Automatic Transmission
Harmon Kardon Sound System
Original Factory Mag Wheels
New Continental Extreme Contact Tires
EBC Performance Brakes
New SS Cat Back Exhaust
New Battery
49,500 Miles
Concours Condition
$16,500 OBO
Any questions, please call:
Roger Futrell, AKA Sparkie
770-535-1510 (Home)
678-943-9796 (Cell)

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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